
 by Kenneth Golding on 2017-04-25

Good conversation

NPS:

 by Colleen Dinitto on 2017-04-19

Great dental office. I would recommend it to anyone who is looking for a new dentist.

NPS:

 by Lisa Schwab on 2017-04-13

I had the most and best cleaning I have ever had at a dentist office today. Amazing
girl and a very detailed job and gentle at the same time.

NPS:

 by Robert Clever on 2017-04-12

cleaning was excellent. See you in three months

NPS:

 by Ann Arent on 2017-04-11

Wonderful, as usual. She is very friendly and does a great job cleaning my teeth.

NPS:



 by James Whalen on 2017-04-07

Does a great job taking care of my dental work.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2017-04-07

Very helpful and friendly. Offering a variety of solutions

NPS:

 by Patricia Whalen on 2017-04-05

Chris is always cheerful, friendly, and always doing her best to make sure that I am
being cared for in a most professional way. She explains procedures being
performed, addresses any concerns or questions I may have, and will always refer
anything of importance to me to Dr. Steve ASAP. She does an excellent job of
cleaning my teeth. I have already referred two neighbors and one relative to Batavia
Family Dental.

NPS:

 by Brandy Miller on 2017-04-01

I used to be afraid of the dentist,and had many dental issues,2 years ago,i couldnt
take the pain anymore and scheduled my first appointment with Batavia Family
Dental.i have received excellent care,from compassionate,knowledgeable
dentists,and staff.i have no more dental problems now-they have all been fixed and
receive regular care for which i am so grateful.I highly highly recommend Batavia
Family Dental to anyone !!!!

NPS:

 by Michael Warner on 2017-04-01



Everyone is always efficient, courteous, and highly knowledgeable. The high
standards, that all businesses desire, are met here. I am starting my second decade
of depending on them for great dental service.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2017-03-31

EVeryone is friendly and professional. Thank you

NPS:

 by Kelsey Mattice on 2017-03-28

Very personable and did a great job on my teeth!

NPS:

 by Shirley Gross on 2017-03-25

Very pleasant and caring about the condition of my teeth.

NPS:

 by Francis Bates on 2017-03-24

DR STEVE IS GREAT. REALLY CARES ABOUT HIS PATIENTS. I HIGHLY
RECOMMEND BATAVIA FAMILY DENTAL.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2017-03-22

Excellent, in every way.



NPS:

 by Zachary Amey on 2017-03-07

Dr. Joyce is the best! Highly Recommended

NPS:

 by Anon on 2017-03-05

Had to wait over 20 minutes for the dentist's exam.

NPS:

 by Timothy Landers on 2017-03-03

Went well

NPS:

 by Anon on 2017-03-03

She does a wonderful job. Very thorough

NPS:

 by Lynn Bischoff on 2017-03-02

Very friendly. Good smile.

NPS:



 by Allison Harkness on 2017-03-02

LOVED her!!! She got my daughter, who was waiting for me to get my teeth cleaned,
involved in the process as her helper. When I was done, she assisted Anita with
Allison!

NPS:

 by Allison Harkness on 2017-03-02

Anita was very kind!

NPS:

 by Brian Thornley on 2017-02-28

very good

NPS:

 by Judy King on 2017-02-28

This is an excellent dental office. Everyone is friendly and helpful. Love this place!
Pain free experience.

NPS:

 by Delana Gay on 2017-02-23

My 9 year old daughter was very nervous about going to the dentist because she had
a tooth that was hurting her. Chrissy made her feel at ease, my daughter absolutely
loved her. Chrissy took good care of her. The tooth fell out that night with no problem.

NPS:



 by Edelyn Klossner on 2017-02-23

Excellent the staff was friendly...

NPS:

 by Sam Martino on 2017-02-16

Was very friendly and efficient

NPS:

 by Douglas Mitchell on 2017-02-16

Dr. Steve was great. He explained everything very well and performed the procedure
quickly and with very little pain.

NPS:

 by Kim Danser on 2017-02-14

Runs in time, clean and neat

NPS:

 by Rosemarie Bater on 2017-02-10

Was very happy with the care i got, Chris was very pleasant and very nice......

NPS:

 by Anon on 2017-02-08



Dr. Steve and Chris always take such good care of me and my teeth! Thank you!
Linda

NPS:

 by Tammy James on 2017-02-03

Great people to have working on your teeth great job thanks

NPS:

 by Dwayne Hart on 2017-02-03

Always a pleasure. Chris is great as is the whole staff

NPS:

 by Anon on 2017-02-02

She is great! She does an excellent job cleaning my teeth and she is very personable.
I would highly recommend!

NPS:

 by Janice Wright on 2017-02-02

Friendly, nonjudgmental pleasant

NPS:

 by Laurie Kilbury-Taylor on 2017-01-31

Chris is extremely competent, personable and efficient. Mt teeth feel wonderful!



NPS:

 by Melissa Kropf on 2017-01-24

Dr Steve and Batavia Family Dental are awesome. I would highly recommend this
group to anyone looking for top notch dental care!

NPS:

 by Anon on 2017-01-23

Good morning, I have been coming here for a couple years now. And started taking
my daughter two years ago. I love Linda and how she is with my daughter. My
daughter is not afraid of the dentist at all because of Linda and Dr. Steve of course.
This time Linda is on medical leave, so we had a fill in (I assume). She was very nice,
but made my daughter scream when she brought out the metal tool and made her
bleed when flossing her gums. Then it was my turn, again she was nice but it was not
the same. Also I did not recognize anyone there besides Dr. Steve, who is still a great
person. I am hoping everyone was on vacation or something, because I will miss how
everything was comfortable there with the old people that I knew. Again I would like to
say, noone was mean, it just felt like a different environment than before.

NPS:

 by Robert Ettinger on 2017-01-18

Friendly and efficient staff. They make a stressful situation a pleasant experience.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2017-01-11

It was my first visit to the practice and I could not be happier with the experience.

NPS:



 by Victor Gautieri on 2017-01-09

As always my experience at Batavia Family Dental was great. Staff is friendly and
courteous.

NPS:

 by Tammy James on 2017-01-06

I was very happy with my experience

NPS:

 by Nicholas Colantonio on 2017-01-06

Staff is very professional, pleasant and personable.

NPS:

 by Lewis Henning on 2016-12-27

The hygienist was very thorough. The Doctor explained the work to be done . The
appointment went very smoothly.

NPS:

 by Donald Kunego on 2016-12-24

Very Professional ! Deserves a "Well Done"!

NPS:



 by Diane Buchholtz on 2016-12-23

Linda does a thorough cleaning, is very pleasant, answers my questions, is most
professional, and makes having my teeth cleaned a positive experience. I enjoy going
to the dentist! MERRY Christmas to all the fine people at Batavia Family Dental!
Diane Buchholtz, a very pleased patient!

NPS:

 by William Wagner on 2016-12-21

Dr Stev is an ecellant dentist who truly takes pride in his work and truly cares about
his patients .His staff are great people also

NPS:

 by John Demske on 2016-12-21

She did a good job with the shade on my central filling.

NPS:

 by Scott Batz on 2016-12-21

By far the best cleaning I have ever had.

NPS:

 by Amy DeYoung on 2016-12-20

As usual, my encounter with Linda and Dr Steve was as delightful as any trip to the
dentist can be. They, and the entire staff, somehow manage to turn a dreaded dental
appointment into a pleasant experience. I am grateful to have found these people to
take care of my dental health needs.

NPS:



 by Judith Littlejohn on 2016-12-20

Great visit. Efficient, friendly, professional. Looking forward to next appointment.

NPS:

 by Denise Macpherson on 2016-12-20

She is the best hygienist ever!!

NPS:

 by Jeffrey Maxwell on 2016-12-18

Everyone is so friendly. Lynnette cleaned my teeth and she was great. Dr. Steve is
great also. Happy Holidays

NPS:

 by Charles Boyd on 2016-12-16

Friendly and concerned Made me feel at ease

NPS:

 by Darralee Dick on 2016-12-15

Everyone does their best to make a person feel at ease. Thank you

NPS: N/A



 by Cheryl Samuelson on 2016-12-15

Excellent

NPS:

 by Barbara McWethy on 2016-12-15

I always look forward to having my teeth cleaned by Chris and visiting with her. Also
always good to see Dr. Steve, who I trust and think is an excellent Dentist .

NPS:

 by Katherine Gernegliaro on 2016-12-14

Always very caring and professional. Will keep coming back.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2016-12-13

Chris is always wonderful with the kids. They absolutely love her and she always
makes them feel comfortable. We appreciate the time and care she takes to ensure
that the kids have a wonderful visit at the Dentist.

NPS:

 by Jo Ann Bestine on 2016-12-09

Seen on time. Friendly people. Cleaning was thorough and painless. Always
examined by Dr. Steve. He has all the time you want to answer any questions.

NPS:



 by Christine Bates on 2016-12-06

very pleasant

NPS:

 by David Bates on 2016-12-06

very pleasant

NPS:

 by Debra Nanni on 2016-12-06

I was treated VERY well. My questions were answered and plenty of time was taken
with my cleaning so I did not feel like they rushed me to get to the next patient. There
is a wonderful balance of professionalism and friendliness in this office, that really
make me feel comfortable.

NPS:

 by Kandie Gay on 2016-12-06

If I could give more that 5 stars I would. I love Batavia Family Dental, Linda is my
favorite hygienist. I have confidence in Dr. Steve, discussed a problem I was having,
he referred me to a dr. that could help me. I have been going to him for almost 10
years.

NPS:

 by Melissa Miller on 2016-12-02

Always very professional and friendly.

NPS:



 by Suzanne Herold on 2016-11-29

I love this dentist office!! Debbie was so nice and professional

NPS:

 by Allison Kropf on 2016-11-26

Always a great job

NPS:

 by Elizabeth Fenton on 2016-11-17

Christine is the dearest person anyone could meet. She has the biggest heart and is
so gentle when cleaning your teeth. I just love her. And Penny ,she use to work for
Dr. Joe. Penny is an angel from heaven.

NPS:

 by Laura Fitzsimmons on 2016-11-16

Love Dr. Steve and now my new hygienist Debbie

NPS:

 by Anon on 2016-11-15

Debbie was very personable and genuinely caring of me as a patient, listening to my
thoughts and questions and providing relevant feedback. She was confident in her
technique and thoughtful with her movements as to not cause any unnecessary
discomfort in my treatment. She was patient and bright, making for an all around
great experience. Phenomenal practitioner whom I would recommend to anyone.

NPS:



 by Anon on 2016-11-15

Gotnin and out quickly. All went well.

NPS:

 by Lori Aratari on 2016-11-11

Amazing experience yesterday. I am not a huge fan of having XRays done and
usually hold them off as long as possible. Debbie made me feel comfortable and
assured me she knew just want to do and she was right. From now on I will not
hesitate with Debbie taking the XRays. Dr. Steve is always friendly and makes you
feel like you are the only patient he needs to see. :-) Thank you again for the
wonderful experience!!

NPS:

 by Mary Lou Hoerner on 2016-11-08

great personel

NPS:

 by Robin Ettinger on 2016-11-04

Great Team! Professional and friendly. DR.Steve makes sure all my dental questions
and needs are taken care of before I leave

NPS:

 by Loren Penman on 2016-11-01



Chris is always so positive and encouraging -- she makes me want to take good care
of my teeth between cleanings. I also appreciate the extra mile the office staff goes to
be sure I am getting every possible benefit from my dental insurance!

NPS:

 by Julia Scalia on 2016-10-27

As usual, everything was great . Very friendly staff. Appt was right on time and very
professional.

NPS:

 by Theresa Giordano on 2016-10-27

Chris always does an excellent job with a minimum of pain. Her caring manner puts
me at ease immediately.

NPS:

 by Alan Nugent on 2016-10-26

As always a pleasant visit.

NPS:

 by Joseph Caruso on 2016-10-25

Awesome ! Chris makes going to the Dentist a comfortable experience.

NPS:

 by Bonnie Kinney on 2016-10-21



I don't remember the name of the hygentist but she was excellent also

NPS:

 by Carin Caruso on 2016-10-21

i love the office and staff!

NPS:

 by Theresa Williams on 2016-10-20

I was in such pain and totally stressed out. The girls at the front desk got me in the
same day I called and I was a little nervous about having a new dentist work on my
teeth but it was essential to get it taken care of. I thought I was having another tooth
abcess. So I got into see Dr. Joyce and she was wonderful. I would see her again .
Great job Dr. Joyce.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2016-10-20

Very good eith Gage! One question for me ,can i make two payments for my
appointment next week.pay half next week n half the next week.my phone is not
working if you could email me back.thank you so much

NPS:

 by Brittany Hodge on 2016-10-17

Linda is great at her job and makes going to the dentist enjoyable. See you in 6
months.

NPS:



 by Ronald Stanton on 2016-10-16

It was very nice and cordial

NPS:

 by Robert Heminway on 2016-10-14

I HAVE ALWAYS HAD A GREAT EXPERIENCE WHENEVER I HAVE GONE TO
BATAVIA DENTAL, AND DR. STEVE ALWAYS MAKES YOU FEEL
COMFORTABLE.ALL HIS EMPLOYES DO THEIR BEST FOR YOU.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2016-10-14

Batavia Family Dental was amazing. I took my 3 children (6, 3, and 6months) by
myself to an appointment. I was apprehensive if I would be able to juggle all of them,
dentists could be scary to young children. the ladies were amazing they had so much
fun they did not want to leave! We had side by side cleanings. We were done in no
time. All the staff was great! They loved on my youngest while I got x-rays. I would
defiantly recommend them for all your dental needs.

NPS:

 by Amber Fisher on 2016-10-13

Very friendly. Fast and efficient.

NPS:

 by Jo Anne Joyce-Touchette on 2016-10-12

No matter the hygienist , I always have a positive experience with each appointment.
It is evident that the staff at Batavia Dental are courteous, professional and caring
individuals.



NPS:

 by Anon on 2016-10-06

great experience. my kids love going tothe dentist

NPS:

 by Susan Ramsey on 2016-10-04

Great cleaning. Professional people who know how to put people in a comfortable
mood. Thank you.

NPS:

 by Nicholas Southard on 2016-09-29

A top notch outfit; great people; great service, and most of all.....Painless
Procedures......Yahooooo!!

NPS:

 by Mark McAllister on 2016-09-29

They were very accommodating. I was actually one week early (my fault) but they
were still able to get me in & do the cleaning. Thank You!

NPS:

 by David Horning on 2016-09-20

I am always impressed with the staff.

NPS:



 by Justine Bachulak on 2016-09-17

Great as usual! Friendly and courteous staff, easy booking, and a clean office.

NPS:

 by Patricia Whalen on 2016-09-16

Appointment time on schedule, clean & pleasant surroundings, friendly & efficient
office employees, and outstanding medical team that continues to provide me with
excellent dental care. Batavia Family Dental has it all covered, which makes for a
pleasant dental experience.

NPS:

 by Judy Caruso on 2016-09-15

Everyone on staff is always great. I really appreciate it My care is excellent.

NPS:

 by Edward Longhany on 2016-09-11

good service, very friendly employees

NPS: N/A

 by Anon on 2016-09-01

I love Batavia Dental! I have referred family and friends to Dr. Steve and staff and will
continue to do so.

NPS:



 by Anon on 2016-08-30

Great dental team one lasyear at the front desk could use some training on her
people skills other then that will be back

NPS:

 by Susan Chiddy on 2016-08-29

Quick and painless!

NPS:

 by Robert Wilson on 2016-08-27

Excellent

NPS:

 by Wayne Rademacker on 2016-08-25

Very happy with all my experiences there from cleanings to two implants

NPS:

 by Brooke Eck on 2016-08-24

Very good care, above and beyond

NPS:



 by Bernadette Penfield on 2016-08-24

This is about the best experience I have had with a dental office. I dread going as a
rule because of past experience with other dentists. It is a much better situation here.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2016-08-24

I love Batavia Family Dental! I drive 45 min just to see Dr. Steve Debbie did a great
job with my cleaning!

NPS:

 by Douglas Mellenthine on 2016-08-20

Wonderful Experience .... great staff and Dr Steve is the Best !!!

NPS:

 by John Arent on 2016-08-15

Excellent

NPS:

 by Brooke Frega on 2016-08-14

The service is good. They have a hard time estimating bills and I always end up
owing more money than what the tell me I owe to begin with.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2016-08-13



This office has grown rapidly and most of the people have changed over which is not
favorable to me, Dr Steve is wonderful and has helped me tremendously over the
years. I miss the small office feeling where everyone knew your name and you were
greeted as a friend not just another co-pay. I have brought all of my children and
myself for many years, but find myself thinking of finding a smaller operation

NPS:

 by Walter Briggs on 2016-08-13

Dental Hygienist did a good job as usual. She is very thorough. It was enjoyable
speaking with Dr. Steve. Appointment was on time and I did not have to wait long.

NPS:

 by Sherry Mellenthine on 2016-08-10

Had a very positive appointment. Met Deb, she was great!

NPS:

 by Raymond Richardson on 2016-08-10

Everyone couldn't have been nicer. Anyone looking for a dentist need look no further!
I will be a life long patient.

NPS:

 by Nicole Cino on 2016-08-05

Great people.

NPS:



 by Linda Giambrone on 2016-08-04

Everyone is so very friendly and excel at what they do at Batavia Family Dental. Chris
is a wonderful dental hygienist. She is very thorough and knowledgeable. Dr. Steve I
cannot believe it is 10 years already that you came to Batavia ... our community is a
better place because of you and your staff!

NPS:

 by Paul Blujus on 2016-08-04

Very good

NPS:

 by Rose Caccamise on 2016-08-02

very happy with my experience with Batavia Family Dental..

NPS:

 by Anon on 2016-08-02

I have always enjoyed my experience at your office. The two girls at the front desk
have always been so helpful and very cheerful. The blonde dentist who left was great
- always fully explained everything in great detail so I could understand. This last visit
was the exact opposite the ladies at the desk were doing their job - not overly friendly
or cheerful - the dentist who saw me never introduced herself or even took off her
mask until I asked her questions. She was talking only to the dental hygienist and
never even acknowledged me!? I am not sure where your staff went or what
happened since my last cleaning but I was not impressed and will not be returning.

NPS:

 by Alexis Hoerner on 2016-07-31

Always friendly, never makes me wait.



NPS:

 by Thomas Gavenda on 2016-07-31

I was treated with respect and well taken care of.

NPS:

 by Eleanor Durfee on 2016-07-29

Linda is always a pleasure to have clean my teeth! She is friendly and always has
your best interest in mind. I love coming to Batavia Family Dental!

NPS:

 by Laurie Kilbury-Taylor on 2016-07-29

Great experience. My teeth feel awesome and with minimal discomfort.

NPS:

 by Stewart Whitney on 2016-07-27

great job!!

NPS:

 by Joseph Pezzimenti on 2016-07-27

very nice. Everyone was friendly and did a great job.

NPS:



 by Michael Pettinella on 2016-07-25

Chris, dental hygienist, does an excellent job and is very friendly.

NPS:

 by Patricia Mooney-Henry on 2016-07-21

Great !!

NPS:

 by James (Dawson) Henry on 2016-07-21

A pleasure !!

NPS:

 by Linda Fry on 2016-07-19

Dental hygienist was great! Missed seeing familiar faces at front desk.

NPS:

 by Robert Ettinger on 2016-07-17

Spent less than 1 minute in waiting room.

NPS:

 by Mary Richards on 2016-07-13



I am always satisfied with this office. Very professional and friendly.

NPS:

 by Gina Corbelli on 2016-07-06

Always great service!!

NPS:

 by Anon on 2016-07-04

Staff friendly - makes sure that customer has a comfortable experience. I've had a
few dental procedures performed and no issues with any of them.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2016-06-30

The hygienist basically forced me into getting X-rays, even though I firmly stated that I
did not want them. Waited a long time for the doctor to come check my teeth so I
could leave. I was in the office over an hour. I hadn't been in a while and feel the
service has gone down hill. Especially since it's taking almost two months to get a
filling and chip fixed. I will likely be exploring other dentists in the area.

NPS:

 by Diana Rood on 2016-06-29

Professional , curtious ,friendly a pleasant experience

NPS:

 by Wesley Brown on 2016-06-27



Excellent service and care!

NPS:

 by Anon on 2016-06-25

Very professional, courteous staff = enjoyable experience

NPS:

 by Mary Barnard on 2016-06-23

Excellent visit -- I was taken care of quickly and efficiently from very friendly,
competent staff :) Couldn't be happier about my visit!

NPS:

 by John Demske on 2016-06-17

Good experience

NPS:

 by Jerry Basnaw on 2016-06-17

Very pleasant experience.

NPS:

 by Amy DeYoung on 2016-06-15

Linda does an excellent job cleaning my teeth and somehow succeeds in
simultaneously engaging me in the process while pleasantly distracting me with



friendly conversation. Dr. Steve is delightful. I no longer dread dental appointments
since I have found Linda and Dr Steve. Thank you Batavia Family Dental!

NPS:

 by Anon on 2016-06-14

Great as usual!

NPS:

 by Barbara McWethy on 2016-06-10

It is always a pleasure to come and have my teeth cleaned by Chris, I always enjoy
seeing Dr. Steve.

NPS:

 by Dale Spicer on 2016-06-09

as good as a dental visit can be.

NPS:

 by William Jr Sturgeon on 2016-06-09

Everyone was professional and extremely pleasant. The best experience I have had
at a dentist office ever. Everyone was informative and kept me up to date on
everything they were doing. Thank you for such a great experience.

NPS:

 by Jo Ann Bestine on 2016-06-07



Both Dr. Steve and Chris, the hygienist, were informative and friendly. They explained
the condition of my teeth and what I can do to maintain them. Easy and painless visit.

NPS:

 by Denise Macpherson on 2016-06-02

I love Dr. Steve. He is so nice and I am no longer afraid of the dentist. Linda is hands
down the best hygienist that I have ever had! I look forward to catching up as she
shines me up!!

NPS:

 by Ariel Corcoran on 2016-06-01

They provide excellent care and are very friendly. They strive to make all procedures
as pain free as possible. Just a very good dentist overall.

NPS:

 by Sallah Abbasey on 2016-05-31

Good experiance, polite, efficient staff. Dr Steve is wonderful

NPS:

 by Sam Martino on 2016-05-27

Lynette is an excellent hygentist

NPS:

 by Kim Dunaway on 2016-05-24



Excellent

NPS:

 by Kandie Gay on 2016-05-24

I Love Batavia Family Dental, the people there are so nice and my exams are always
very thorough. I have been going there for about 8 years now and have referred my
co-workers who are now patients there also. Dr. Steve is very kind and gentle and
truly cares and strives to make sure you are not in discomfort. They are also great
with kids. I highly recommend Batavia Family Dental.

NPS:

 by Dwayne Hart on 2016-05-23

Very good

NPS:

 by Jeffrey Maxwell on 2016-05-21

Very nice and friendly staff

NPS:

 by Maria Leggo on 2016-05-20

My experience was excellent!!!

NPS:

 by Lindsay Peterson on 2016-05-19



Everyone on staff was very attentive and welcoming. Great service!

NPS:

 by Bethany Roth on 2016-05-18

Friendly and very knowledgeable. I've never been afraid of the dentist but I've never
went to a dentist that kept me so relaxed and calm. They do a great job.

NPS:

 by David Leight on 2016-05-18

My appointment went well, Each member of the staff was very friendly and made
experience very pleasant.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2016-05-17

Highly skilled Dentist and superior staff.

NPS:

 by Elizabeth Fenton on 2016-05-14

I did not have to wait for Chris. As always she is an angel from heaven. Dr. Steve is
so kind and gentle. The staff treats you like family. Thanks everyone see you in 6
months. Love, Liz Fenton

NPS:

 by Penny Alderman on 2016-05-12



The dental work was fine. But I felt that the hygienist talked down to me as if I was a
child.

NPS:

 by Linda Hopkins on 2016-05-07

Everyone was very welcoming, doctors very knowledgable and accomodating. I like
that I know what my financial obligation is up front.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2016-05-05

Good experience as a new patient.

NPS:

 by Teresa Howell on 2016-05-04

I would highly recommend Batavia Family Dental. The entire staff is knowledgeable
and kind, they truly care about your well-being.

NPS:

 by Alan Nugent on 2016-04-28

Delightful experience. Dr. Steve & Chris were happy and friendly as usual.

NPS:

 by Leo Hunter on 2016-04-28



The professionalism, courtesy, and positive reinforcement always makes my dental
experience comfortable and fun. The staff, dental hygienist, and Dr. Steve are
awesome...always available with the best advise; and of all the dentist offices I visited
and had dental work done Batavia Family Dental is the Best!

NPS:

 by Loren Penman on 2016-04-28

Great first visit!

NPS:

 by Anon on 2016-04-27

I come from out of town just to go here. I always feel so welcomed.

NPS:

 by Andrea Nauden on 2016-04-26

I switched to your office for a reason. Years ago I took my daughters to an office 10
minutes away from our home. The 30 minute drive to your office is WELL WORTH IT!
#BataviaFamilyDental

NPS:

 by Laura Fitzsimmons on 2016-04-26

EXCELLENT!!!!!!!!!!! The staff is unbelievably nice and Dr. Steve is the greatest!!!!!!!!!

NPS:



 by Anon on 2016-04-26

Always pleasant and explained everything. Great team of professionals to work with.
Always recommend them to people who ask about a dentist.

NPS:

 by David Goodwin on 2016-04-25

Great people! Great atmosphere! Very kind staff! Crystal P. was especially nice!

NPS:

 by Julia Scalia on 2016-04-24

Everyone was very polite and professional.

NPS:

 by Robert MacIntyre on 2016-04-23

Always the best.!

NPS:

 by Denise Hull on 2016-04-22

I really like the staff, and I thought the care given was outstanding. However, I felt a
bit pressured when I chose not to have certain treatments/tests done. Although the
dentist seemed fine with my choice, the hygienist did not seem pleased and
continued to subtly imply her unhappiness by repeating my choice to refuse treatment
to others in the office. The education about the potential need was wonderful, but the
decision should still lie with the patient, and the patient should not be made to feel
bad about their choice.

NPS:



 by Debra Bonczyk on 2016-04-19

On time appointment went quickly.

NPS:

 by Melissa Kropf on 2016-04-19

Dr Steve and staff are always amazing!

NPS:

 by Kathy Larson on 2016-04-19

My husband and I hate going to the dentist (like most people I'm sure), but this office
has made us both feel so welcome and well cared for. We both loved Dr Steve and
will continue to use this office for all our dental needs!!!!

NPS:

 by Ronald Stanton on 2016-04-18

Had a very calming experience

NPS:

 by Anon on 2016-04-14

Excellent!

NPS:



 by Luann McMullen on 2016-04-14

Wonderful Staff. Just love Dr. Steve!

NPS:

 by Joyce Basnaw on 2016-04-13

I was very comfortable with the staff and trust their know how and I'm very satisfied
with the result of my visit.

NPS:

 by Kimberly Yunker on 2016-04-12

always a pleasure

NPS:

 by Suzanne Herold on 2016-04-12

Awesome staff and Dr. Steve is the best!!! Highly recommend going there

NPS:

 by Amy Kriger on 2016-04-08

I thought everyone was very happy and helpful and makes it much easier to want to
go to the dentist.

NPS:

 by Raymond Moore on 2016-04-08



Awesome as always. Dr Joyce was great

NPS:

 by David Webster on 2016-04-08

They take great care of you.

NPS:

 by William Karas on 2016-04-06

Great people.

NPS:

 by Theresa Giordano on 2016-04-04

Chris always does a great job!! She is gentle, but thorough and very efficient. Dr.
Steve is caring and friendly. Dr. Steve and his staff always make sure I am
comfortable and relaxed. I really appreciate this.

NPS:

 by Rudolph Bosse on 2016-04-03

Thank you so much to Batavia Family Dental!! What a blessing it has been to have
joined Batavia Family Dental. You took me in as an emergency, being in a lot of pain,
and not even being a patient, you took me right in and treated me right away. I am so
thankful for the excellent care I received, and the kindness and compassion I was
shown by the staff. I am so grateful to you all. Thank You!!!!

NPS:



 by Walter Briggs on 2016-04-01

Dr. Steve is extremely knowledgeable and is always friendly. He takes the edge off of
visits that can be stressful.

NPS:

 by Susan Ramsey on 2016-03-31

Everyone is helpful and friendly. Explanations of what needs to be done are easy to
understand.

NPS:

 by Svetlana Kovtunova on 2016-03-30

Outstanding professional and friendly environment. I am a patient of Dr. Stev for past
5 years. He is the best and foremost greatest dentist I ever came across.

NPS:

 by Ann Arent on 2016-03-29

As much as anyone "enjoys" going to the dentist, your office makes it a good
experience. Chris, the hygienist, is terrific--very caring, gentle, very accommodating to
my needs. The front desk girls are also very helpful--I had a billing issue they were
going to take care of for me. Dr Steve is great too!!!

NPS:

 by Meagan Buckley on 2016-03-25

Was on the search for a dentist closer to home after moving. Great staff, kind,
prompt, and overall very positive experience.

NPS:



 by Arthur Schnabel on 2016-03-25

Excellent service and I love all the people there

NPS:

 by Anon on 2016-03-24

Great staff and environment !

NPS:

 by Raymond Moore on 2016-03-22

Took my wife to have her teeth cleaned and Chris was awesome. At BFD your not
just a patient you are family and they treat you as family

NPS:

 by Heather Parsell on 2016-03-22

I've always had a lot of anxiety when it comes to the dentist,but going to Batavia
family dental and having such wonderful people take care of me I'm so much better!
My smile has never looked so good and I owe it all to them!!

NPS:

 by Renee Klatt on 2016-03-22

Very friendly and professional.

NPS:



 by Judy King on 2016-03-22

All of the staff were very friendly and really tried to make me comfortable. Good prices
and great work. They are very willing to work with you and made my experience very
relaxing and comfortable. Great place!

NPS:

 by Carolyn Stegman on 2016-03-22

Very pleased with the service and staff. Dr.Steve is excellent.

NPS:

 by Alfred Mcginnis on 2016-03-22

As always great service and professional attitude from everyone.

NPS:

 by Raymond Moore on 2016-03-22

I was in there with my wife and everyone was so nice I can't wait for my appointment

NPS:

 by Bobbie Antonucci on 2016-03-18

I've always had great care from Batavia Family Dental. Kind and caring staff. Been
going to them now for 10 years.

NPS:



 by John Scanlan, Jr. on 2016-03-17

I felt welcomed from the time I arrived til the time I left. Had my teeth cleaned in no
time flat, she was cheerful and professional. An overall great experience....

NPS:

 by Jennifer Nuwer on 2016-03-16

Very caring wonderful people!

NPS:

 by Katherine Blakeslee on 2016-03-15

Awesome care from Dr. Steve and Courtney. Thank you!!!

NPS:

 by Elizabeth Kuchmy on 2016-03-11

My hygienist was very kind and gentle especially considering how sensitive my teeth
are. I appreciated her patients.

NPS:

 by Stephen Seitz on 2016-03-10

Dr. Steve is a very talented individual. his dental work, his experience, his way of
speaking and expressing himself, and most importantly , his care for the patient
always make me happy about coming into his office. i travel close to 25 miles to see
him, and i do not regret the commute. his office is full of life and support, and I'm
never hesitant to feel completely at ease in front of any of them -especially Dr. Steve.
He has earned a patient for life.

NPS:



 by William Bouton on 2016-03-09

no one looks forward to going to the dentist, but everyone in your office make the visit
much more injoyable

NPS:

 by Allison Harkness on 2016-03-09

FABULOUS!!! From the moment we walked in the door to when we left...everyone
was professional, accommodating, friendly, kind!! It was a great experience for
Allison...and her mom!!

NPS:

 by Gail Tipton on 2016-03-09

The staff is very friendly. I love the electronic alerts I receive too...very helpful.

NPS:

 by Diane Cox on 2016-03-08

Dr Steve, Courtney and the "meet and greet" team all very caring, compassionate,
awesome listeners and have a fab sense of humor!

NPS:

 by Aristina Riedel on 2016-03-04

The overall team there is wonderful!

NPS:



 by Gordon Mackey on 2016-03-04

accomodating--friendly--knowledgeable

NPS:

 by Anon on 2016-03-04

excellent I am very pleased with the service I receive. I am glad I transferred.

NPS:

 by James Bestine on 2016-03-03

I called on Tuesday with a concern and was seen the next morning. The entire staff is
professional and my dental issue was addressed promptly and satisfactorily! Thanks
for your care and concern, James

NPS:

 by Cliff Plouse on 2016-03-03

Fast, professional, high quality, painless, & friendly. Would & have highly
recommended Batavia Family Dental to friends & family Cliff Plouse

NPS:

 by Timothy Whiting on 2016-03-03

I have had a fear of Dentists for over 30 years, after many bad experiences
elsewhere. BFD, and in particular Dr. Sokolovskiy came highly recommended by my
neighbor. Well, he was right! Excellent staff, super friendly, very conscious of comfort
and putting you at ease. Also very honest in their assessment of treatment options.

NPS:



 by Michael Warner on 2016-03-01

I am never surprised to get great service here. Don't ever change.

NPS:

 by Neil Gagne on 2016-02-29

I've been going to Batavia Family Dental for several years now. I've always received
the most professional care and tr at net. The staff is excellent and Dr. Steve is the
consummate professional. I highly recommend them.

NPS:

 by Deborah Fries on 2016-02-26

Dr. Steve and his staff are the BEST!!

NPS:

 by Anon on 2016-02-25

I love my dental hygienist, Linda, who makes coming to the dentist a pleasant and fun
experience.

NPS:

 by Neil Gagne on 2016-02-25

Always a great experience! Staff is always professional and courteous!

NPS:



 by Wayne Rademacker on 2016-02-25

I am very impressed with your professionalism and friendliness. I have had very good
communication and have had all my questions answered in a timely manor.

NPS:

 by Mark Clark on 2016-02-24

Already have recommend Batavia Dental to others!

NPS:

 by Anon on 2016-02-24

Staff is always friendly and Doctors are thorough.

NPS:

 by Jennifer Carney on 2016-02-24

I never enjoy the dentist, but Dr Steve and Dr O are great. The hygenists are always
so nice and friendly and the front desk girls are very pleasant! I was nervous about
the implant procedure, but Dr Steve put me at ease, explained everything and
provided a completely pain free procedure! Thank you to all at Batavia Family Dental!!

NPS:

 by Murray Morrow on 2016-02-24

A very friendly professional atmosphere

NPS:




